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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
The purpose of my thesis project, A View of Affect has been two fold: to engage closely with an early modern book, and to experiment with the idea that self-examination as a legitimate way to gain knowledge about the body. Working with Robert Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, (1621) has opened to view the extensive constellation of ideas that were part of the philosophical universe of the time. I engaged with the Anatomy of Melancholy by immersing myself in the prose, responding to Burton's writing with my own writing. I also studied and made drawings from early modern anatomical illustrations, and I drew shapes found in nature that seemed analogous to shapes in the body. All the while, I relied firmly on my own observations. The shapes found in nature, and the line quality in the early modern prints influenced my drawings, Burton wrote about the physical body with definable organs, but he also saw the body as a mysterious place with parts that could not be seen or known. He maintained that the body had a soul, vapors, and humours, which were not tangible. At the same time, he thought that these intangible parts resided in physical places such as the head, heart, and, liver. I have focused on the unseen parts of the body, but have maintained the physical heart as the central organ because of its power as an emotional symbol. In my system, the physical heart is at the center of emotional activity in the body. It witnesses and records all emotional fluctuations. The other emotional hearts in my book are transient, but they always appear around the ever-present heart.
The physical and metaphysical are both present.
Representing the metaphysical was a challenge because Burton's book had little imagery and I found very little early modern imagery representing the intangible parts of the body. As a result, I drew inspiration from my own visions and the descriptive language in Burton's book. I began by thinking about some of the most common emotions present in the body: jealousy, happiness, sadness, fear, hatred, and uneasiness. Using my "perspective glass" fear and hatred looked like a cloud of black smog. The other four had physical shapes and definite textures. I drew them first and made some test prints. On paper they were concrete, and could more easily be described in words. I wrote the Jealous Heart text first.
The Jealous Heart has only one kidney-shaped chamber. From the base of this central chamber extends a single slim tooth. If the tooth had a color, it would be pasty green. On the left side of the organ are a pair of sensory nodes alert to the faintest whiff of discontent. Any bitter twinge nourishes the bony growth on the right side of the organ. If the eyes or ears perceive that another has some edge or shiny asset, the ribbed antler twists upward in mad growth. The Fleeting Heart shyly recedes, but The Heart cannot. Stinging burs swarm and agitate the vital fluids. The Heart endures, but the milk in the muscles sours. There is even a bitter taste way up in the mouth. The Jealous Heart is a vagrant organ and can even get caught in your throat.
The first part of the writing is a direct description of the drawing and the second part is about movement and growth of the organ. It was plain from my drawing that the Jealous Heart was a hard bony organ not rigid and dumb, but highly perceptive. Through my perspective glass I confirmed that it was also mercurial and conniving. In one moment, it seemed to have vanished, The texts for the Melancholic Seeds and the Jealous Heart were useful in terms of choosing materials and color.
Melancholy begins in the thoughts. The mind throws out Melancholic Seeds, which can take root on any organ. Their dark center is enveloped in a light papery covering that catches on the spirits and travels. Several may grow on the smooth edge of the Ecstatic Heart or tie fast to the muscles of The Heart or any heart. If it is a passing whim, it causes a mild dip in the spirits, leading to reflection. Thoughts seem bathed in the diagonal slant of autumn light. The breaths become long and weighty, and the nose smells a faint whiff of sweet tobacco in the air. You could linger a while, hoping the nostalgia becomes sweeter and less vague, but greater potency does not always make it more honeyed. Like any seed, a Melancholic Seed nestles and grows. When the growth is out of control, it spreads to all your organs, bringing sadness. At that point, what was just a blue doldrum turns to black.
The Jealous Heart text explains that the organ has no color. It is so pallid it is colorless while the Melancholic Seeds stay in the palette of blues and blacks. These descriptions offered some ideas about color. It was clear that neither the Jealous Heart nor the Melancholic Seeds could be vibrant. I did not want them to seem pale or lifeless when compared with the other organs because they are just as energetic. I decided the focus of the imagery should be on shape and texture rather than color, choosing to illustrate all the organs in several tones of grey.
Thinking about creating internal spaces in the work, and the reminder in the Melancholic Seeds description that the seeds had a "papery covering," it seemed important to create layering in the book. I used handmade paper to do this. My treatise has a section for each organ. These The organs are a combination of physical and emotional characteristics. Each is a symbol for all of its qualities. These symbols can be used like language. For example, the disquiet brought on by fleeting happiness is easily expressed in images through the presence of two transient organs,
the Ecstatic Heart and the Melancholic Seeds. The Ecstatic Heart is a flighty heart with fragile offshoots. The Melancholic Seeds are small and light, but dark at their center. When the mind scatters them throughout the body they adhere to everything and turn the environment a shade darker. The incompatible presence of both organs helps to express the unsettling feeling of the bittersweet. Describing the image of the two organs in conjunction helps me fine-tune descriptive language for subtle emotional states. In A View of Affect the image depicting the mix of happiness and sadness, shows the Ecstatic Heart floating delicately near The Heart. In spite of its presence, the mind continues its habit of scattering Melancholy Seeds throughout the body. The seeds adhere to the flimsy arms of the Ecstatic Heart and silently bend them downward. In this image, the weight of habitual thought does not allow delight to flourish for long.
My central discovery during this project has been that language can produce images and those images can produce language. I have arrived at this discovery through attentive introspection inspired my observations and Robert Burton's work. Both of these elements were a starting point, but the project took on a life of its own when my writing and my drawings began to prompt each other. I created a self-sustaining system. Finding the language to describe the unseen has required invention. 
